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EDITOR'S NOTE

Harold Ramis was the inaugural artist in the Visiting Director Program of the
Directing Concentration of the Film and Video Department of Columbia College
Chicago. In residence from May 14 to May 16, 2001, Ramis' visit was a whirlwind of
guest lectures, lunches with teachers, student critiquing and that most fearsome of all
college visitation responsibilities, a faculty reception. Somehow, in the midst of this
battery of events, Ramis also found the time to sit for two long student question and
answer sessions, one conducted by myself and another which he handled on his own. ·
This booklet is a compilation and combination of these two interviews.
"Combination" is probably the key word here. Both interviews ranged over a wide
variety of topics but since both were done in front of different groups, redundancy
was inevitable. Also, the random nature of audience questions does not allow for any
specific throughlines. For these reasons, I have decided to edit both sets of transcripts
into a single narrative while also restructuring the questions into five basic categories:
Influences and Themes, Pre-Production, Production, Post-Production, and Muses and
Musings. My hope is to create a flow where none was present or, for that matter,
even possible.
Throughout his three grueling days with us, Harold Ramis was unfailingly gracious
and kind, establishing an immediate rapport with every student, teacher and staff
member with whom he came in contact. He was honest and direct in' his answers
and never shied away from self-criticism or criticism of his own work. In many ways,
one of the most important gifts that he gave to us was his ability to conduct selfassessment. For many students, this was their first opportunity to meet with and talk
to a major Hollywoo,d director. Many commented afterward that they were surprised
at how contemplative he is and how much thought he gives, not just to his stories,
but to why he's telling them. For these students, the greatest gift was not in seeing
an artist's instinctual imagination at work; it was in seeing the level of intellectual
understanding and hard work that must underpin these instincts. For this as well as
for the time and commitment Harold gave to us, we are all very grateful.
There are many additional acknowledgements which must gratefully be made.
This program would not have been possible without two very important outside
organizations: The Chicago International Film Festival and The Academy Foundation.
Michael Kutza and Jim Healy of the Film Festival were instrumental in co-sponsoring
this program and in giving us the channel through which we were able to reach
Harold Ramis. Greg Beal and the Academy Foundation stepped up with underwriting
when the program was no more than a dream. It was the faith of these two organizations and their representatives that gave us the wherewithal to get this program on it's
feet. Both are owed a great debt of gratitude from the students, faculty and staff who
benefited from this program.
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The emotional and technical support of all at the college was absolute but certain
people deserve special mention including Paul Hettel, Wenhwa Ts'ao, Tom Fr~terrigo,
Ted Hardin, Dennis Keeling, Paula Froehle and Cheryl Graeff, all of whom gave up
classroom and/ or personal time to this program. Faculty and staff members in both
the Screenwriting and Directing programs were also free and willing with their time.
On a technical and administrative level, Michael Rabiger, Eileen Coken,Joan McGrath,
Charlie Celander, Larry Kapson, Emily Reible, Allan Bott, and most especially, Sandy
Cuprisin, who kept everything running like clockwork. Two students, Tim Farrell and
Justin Krohn, both stepped in as student liaisons in spite of the looming end-of-semester deadlines.
Thank you to all.
Ron Falzone
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HAROLD RAMIS

For over 30 years, Harold Ramis has been an important fixture on the American
comedy scene. Born in Chicago on November 21, 1944, his early life hardly pointed
to a future success in his chosen field. The son of a grocery store owner father and an
office worker mother, Ramis spent most of his youth in front of a television or at the
neighborhood movie theater. It wasn't until he reached high school that he began to
discover a love for performing and not until college did it occur to him that this
might prove the gateway to a career.
Ramis' post-college years found him in a succession different jobs (including substitute
teaching and several months as a ward orderly in a mental institution). During this
same period, he began freelance writing. Features written by Ramis appeared in various
Chicago papers but it wasn't until he had a few short stories published in Playboy
Magazine that his career finally slipped into gear. It was at Playboy, where Ramis was
hired as jokes editor, that he had his first meaningful professional job. The desire to
perform that was awakened in high school, though, still needed to find an outlet.
In 1969, Ramis began classes at Chicago's famed Second City improvisational comedy
troupe. The company, long a bastion of satire, was facing the late 60's with an identity
crisis. The sense of humor long proselytized on their mainstage was out of step with
the tu.r bul_e nt social changes going on outside it's Wells Street door. The time had
come for a newer, edgier voice. This voice would be provided by a now-legendary
group of young comedians. Over the course of the next few years, this group would
come to include John Belushi, Bill Murray, Brian Doyle-Murray, Gilda Radner,Joe
Flaherty, and Harold Ramis.
In 1972, the band of comedians moved to New York City where they found a new
home with off-Broadway's The National Lampoon Show, a raucous, at times crude, but
brilliantly funny cabaret show. In short order, the group then divided itself between
two of the most influential comedy programs of the 1970's: Saturday Night Live and
SCTV Ramis became both a writer and performer at the latter.
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At the same time that he was working on SCTV, Ramis drew an additional benefit
from his friendship with National Lampoon owner and founder Douglas Kenney.
Kenney wanted to produce a film and asked Ramis and fellow writer Chris Miller
to collaborate with him on the screenplay. The result was National Lampoons _Animal
House (1978), a generation-defining comedy classic. It also led to a career in the
movies for Harold Ramis.
After the success of Meatballs, Ramis' second film as co-author, the young screenwriter
was given the opportunity to direct his first feature. Like National Lampoons Animal
House before it, Caddyshack (1980) was an unqualified hit. This was followed up with
two more co-authored works in which he also co-starred, Stripes (1981) and Ghostbusters
(1984). The success of the earlier films paled in comparison to Ghostbusters. It became
the most successful comedy to that date. Grossing a staggering $240,000,000,
Ghostbusters was the fifth biggest box office movie of the 1980's, eclipsed only by
Raiders of the Lost Ark, Batman, Return of the Jedi and E.T..
The next major career milestone came in 1993. Tiring of the same formulas, Ramis
took a break in the late 80's and early 90's to reassess the type of work he wanted to
be doing. His first film after this break is generally considered his best film to date
and one of the few classic film comedies of the 1990's. Groundhog Day was both a surprise and a delight to audiences and critics alike. A spiritually based comedy about
a man forced to repeat the same day over and over again until he comes to grips with
his own failings, Groundhog Day, in Ramis' own words, "For better or worse, it set a
standard for me and my colleagues to make movies that were both entertaining and
meaningful." Since the release of Groundhog Day, Ramis has used his films (Multiplicity,
Stuart Saves His Family, Analyz e This and Bedazzled) to explore the difficulty we all face
in defining our identity, not just to the outside world, but to ourselves as well.
Throughout his career, Ramis has never forgotten his love of performing. A frequent
actor in the films of other directors, Ramis has appeared in such diverse recent films
as Love Affair, Airheads, Baby Boom and the Academy Award winning As Good As It Gets.
Ramis was awarded both the British Comedy Award and the British Academy Award
in 1993 for Groundhog Day and the American Comedy Award in 1998 for Analyze This.
In 2000, when the American Film Institute announced it's list of the 100 Greatest
American Comedies, films written and/ or directed by Harold Ramis took up four
slots, a number of mentions equal to both Charlie Chaplin and Preston Sturges.
He also holds an honorary Doctorate of Arts from both his alma mater, Washington
University of St. Louis (1993), and Columbia College Chicago (2001).
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INFLUENCES

AND

THEMES

Second City, Doug Kenney, and Fracturing

R O N FA L Z O N E ( R F ) : I might as . well jump into the extremely vague questions

because that seems like a good starting point.
HAROLD RAMIS: And I'll be extremely vague in answering them (laughs)

R F : Can you tell us a little bit about where you started and how you

ended up directing films?
Well, I started as a habitual television watcher as a small child. I'm old enough that
I remember a time before television. I remember vague memories of the family listening to radio together. But I remember that first TV and I remember the fascination
with the first television I saw. It had a 1O" screen but the box it was in was as big as a
Volkswagen. And that's all I did as a kid. I couldn't wait to get home to watch TV.
There was not that much on but what there was was enough to impress me. So I
developed this habit and I also had a movie habit. Every Saturday, all the kids in the
neighborhood were dropped off at the theater and we were left there. Usually there
were two or three feature films and seven to_twenty-five cartoons and also there were
adventure serials. There was a Batman serial, there was a Superman serial, there was Don
Winslow of the Navy. These were big formative experiences for me.
R F : When did you first think that you could do this for a living?

I was never happier than when I was at a movie or watching television but no one
was there to tell me I could have a career in entertainment. That began to dawn on
me as I got older but I began to play it safe. I registered in college as a pre-med. It
didn't last long but I actually thought I'd be a doctor. It turned out that what I really
enjoyed most was singing and playing in groups. I sang with a classical chorus in high
school and college. That was what I loved to do. And I took all the theater courses my
college had even- though they didn't have a theater major. When I got out of college,
there was just nothing else that I thought I would do. I applied for writing jobs.
R F : How quickly did those jobs come?

My first real job after moving back to Chicago was substitute teaching elementary
school in the Robert Taylor Homes.This was 1967-68.At that time, I started freelancing for Chicago papers, writing entertainment features. And I took my first published
stories to Playboy Magazine where I then got hired as an editor. Meanwhile I took
workshops at Second City, audi_tioned for them, and got into the touring company.
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So within a couple years after getting out of college, I was professionalized as an actor
and a writer. At least as a journalist. And then that kind of just parlayed itself The
people I met ... we all just moved together. John Belushi and I worked together at
Second City then John and I went with a bunch of us to the National Lampoon in
New York. That was Gilda Radner, ~ill Murray, Brian Murray, me, and a guy named
Joe Flaherty. We did Second City there and then we did the Lampoon show in NewYork.
S T U D E N T O U E S T I O N ( S O ) : I work at Second City, at the T-Shirt

stand (laughs) so I get to read a lot at about Second City. One of the things
that I read about is how Second City is romanticized. Whenever I talk to
anybody who was actually there, it's kind of downplayed. One of the stories
that I've read about is that during the '68 riots, people would run out into
the beer garden thinking they would be safe from the police. I know you
were there at the time, so I just want to know: Is Second City really this
holy ground or is it less than that? I've heard it was a "working class theater"
and I wonder if all the changes it's going through are good.
I don't think Second City was ever a "working class theater." You know, it started as
an "intellectual's theater." All those people were University of Chicago. But it was a
popular theater more than anything else. It was the first popular satire theater in
Chicago and maybe in the country. It was no different in the late '60's from what it is
now. It was in the exact same place, there was no beer garden. In '68, the (Democratic
National) Convention happened. I was with the touring company then. In '69, they
had the hearings, the (Chicago Seven) Conspiracy trial, the appellate hearings. And
they were all back, all the main players, Abbie Hoffman included. And the Weather
Underground, they believed in direct violent action. Abbie Hoffman came to the
theater to improvise with us onstage as an alibi while the Weather Underground was
out smashing car windows on Clark Street. Three hundred people saw him onstage so
that was his alibi - he couldn't have been out on the street with the Weathermen.
The theater changed in '68. We were the first "long haired generation" at
Second City. We brought in those late '60's values. We replaced a company that had
no particular orientation one way or the other. The earlier Second City company was
all about jazz and beatnik poetry and the University of Chicago. And Chicago politics
was big and important at Second City. Always. And a kind of social satire: The Mike
Nichols and Elaine May style. The theater started drifting in the rnid-:-'60's. We came
in with another definite point of view, the point of view of the late '60's. Anti-war,
civil rights, dope, these were our issues. We introduced language that hadn't been
heard on the Second City stage before. And I don't mean foreign languages. Things
were changing in the late '60's, definitely. But legendary? I don't know. Whenever
I read about anyone in my generation, I'm amazed how inflated the biographies and
mem01rs are.
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S O : How helpful was Second City throughout your career?

Totally. All the basic tenets I work from. One of the great mottos of Second C1ty is,
"Always work from the top of your intelligence." To me, that goes without saying but
it's good to remember, whatever you're doing. It prevents you from selling out or
dummying down what you're doing. And the other was to concentrate really hard on
making everyone else in the scene look good. It still might not work, but at least
you'll make an important social point: It'd be a better world if we help one another.
R F : How did these early experiences lead you to work in film?

The producer of the Lampoon show was a guy named Ivan Reitman. He wanted to
produce the first National Lampoon film. He asked me to write a treatment so I wrote
one about college life. I hooked up with two other Lampoon writers (ed: Douglas
Kenney and Chris Miller). We wrote the script for Animal House and while we were
working on that, the SCTV show started in Toronto. Second City brought me back to
be the head writer and to perform on that show. So I'd done a lot by then: By the
time Animal House was shot in '77, I'd probably given 3,000 stage performances as an
actor, worked on 39 or 40 episodes of SCTV and had written the one screenplay.
R F : One person I wanted to make sure we talked about today is Doug

Kenney, who he was and his impact on your work and viewpoint.
Yeah, Doug Kenney... he was maybe a year younger than I was. Doug went to Harvard
in the '60's. He was kind of a middle class kid from Chagrin Falls, Ohio. He'd written
a lot of the best, most incisive National Lampoon material about adolescence. He'd
written a thing called "First Lay" comics, he'd written "First High" comics and he'd
written a parody of a high school yearbook for Lampoon that was a huge best seller, a
comedy classic. Doug was generally considered by everyone to be the smartest guy
they knew. And he was actually a wonderful personality, a charming guy. He was one
of the people I wanted to work with at the Lampoon. We started working together on
the Animal House script and brought in another writer named Chris Miller who'd
written a lot about college for the Lampoon.
Doug was so smart. I remember once he came to my apartment in New York. There
was a bookcase, and he said, "Pick any book." It was like a card trick. So I picked a
book off the shelf and he took it, opened it at random and started reading. At some
point in that page, he started improvising but it was seamless. I could not tell when he
started improvising. He could have done that with any book on the shelf. I'm guessing
but it seemed apparent that he had a genius-level I. Q.. Anyway, he had taken the
Harvard Lampoon, which was one of America's oldest humor magazines, and taken it
national with some business partners. He made, like, a couple million bucks which was
a lot of money... well, it's still a lot of money but even more money back in the late
'60's, early '70's. So, Doug was kind of well fixed for a young guy but a complete
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hippy bum; shredded Levis, you know, and very colorful. He was kind of grand, almost
like he wanted to get rid of the money as fast as he was earning it. There are a lot of
legendary things about Doug, some of them involving losing whole automobiles
which I won't even explain.
After Caddyshack, Doug fell from a cliff in Hawaii and died. He was 33 years old
when he died. It seemed apparent to everyone who knew him that had he lived, he
would have been one of the seminal comedy geniuses of our generation. But as it
affects the movies we did, Caddyshack and Animal House, Doug was an All-American
guy, a middle American white Christian guy who lived in Connecticut, wore plaid
pants, the whole thing.
Doug believed in a kind of hip Disney film. He imagined these films would be like
the Disney films in the SO's, where people defied gravity or people could fly through
the air. You know, anything could happen. That they'd have this kind of bright, cheery
feeling to them but they'd be completely subversive. I really related to that set of values. We felt we were American filmmakers working in the great tradition of American
comedy. We didn't want to repudiate the tradition, we just wanted to give it a turn, a
political and moral turn.
R F : Most of the youth comedies that came out before Caddyshack and

Animal House were directed by people who were not young. They tended
to be older people who were trying to write into a younger genre. What
originally struck me, particularly with Animal House, was the idea that you
guys shared a sense of humor with your audience. Can you talk about
where your aesthetic and cultural references points were at that time?

You can't underestimate the importance of the '60's. To really understand this, you have
to know that the '60's began as a really peaceful, a really dull time in American life.
The 'SO's had been all about repression, repressing any kind of dangerous political
ideas, any outlandish ideas in style. There were movements against it; there were beatnik poets and abstract artists, there were jazz musicians, but no one was really challenging the system. People were actually afraid to challenge the power system in America
because there had been McCarthyism. People had gone to jail, people had to implicate
themselves, to leave the country. There was a fear of being different in America. So you
got really bland television, really bland movies. And then John Kennedy got elected
and it was Camelot. Kennedy was the cool young President. This guy was so cool.
At the time, he seemed like a less sleazy Bill Clinton. Young people all thought, now
things are gonna change because this guy is young and his wife is beautiful and he's
funny and everything. And then with one shot, he was gone. An assassin took him out
in 1963 and all that hope and all that belief that young people had that things would
change, that this guy would lead us to a better world, was gone. We know when we
look back at history that this was not true, that this guy was not that different, but we
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believed that he was. You can't understand the massive disappointment that people felt.
And also, given the ambiguity of his assassination, no one knew who killed him. For
all we knew, the old farts were taking back the world by killing this guy. In fact, it
started a succession of assassinations where it seemed like they were killing all the
good people.You know, Martin Luther King and civil rights workers in the South and
Bobby Kennedy. One after another. It seemed like something evil was going on in this
country in the '60's. And it was manifested in the struggle for civil rights in the South
and the anti-war movement and the free speech movement.
It was a very strange time and young people mobilized themselves on a scale that
hadn't been seen before. People got out in the street. They marched artd they demonstrated and they sat-in and they had love-ins and be-ins and happenings. The beatniks
became freaks and the freaks became hippies and people started taking drugs. I started
school in '62 when everybody looked like John Kennedy and I finished school in '66
when everybody looked like Bob Dylan. It was a massive shift in the youth culture.

R F : During the period of time that you were in school in the late 60's, did
you consider yourself a radical?
I was too afraid, you know, to get hit on the head or tear gassed. I was a sympathizer
but I was much more interested in entertainment all through that period. Of course,
like everyone else, I was interested in ~taying out of the military and I did actually
walk in civil rights demonstrations. I was in _St. Louis in college. Missouri is a border
state but in a lot of ways, it's a southern state. They had Klan-affiliated speakers in St.
Louis in the '60's. We got out for that stuff and the war stuff. By the time of the '68
Democratic Convention, I was a working professional hippy.
R F : Is it safe to say that you weren't a radical in college but later on you

expressed your radicalism in a different way?
Yeah.You know, movements are always flawed by the failure of character of those who
lead them. None of our leaders are as good as we want them to be, even if they have
the right ideas and they're on the right side. Often, they fall victim to their own ego
or their own misguided beliefs. I can always sympathize with the cause but I'm always
reluctant to follow one pecause it's the leadership I don't trust. Every radical meeting
meeting in the '60's - the SDS and the Progressive Labor Party and the WB. Dubois
Society - all the meetings would end in the same way, with everyone breaking into
factions and yelling at each other about who was right and who wasn't. They all shared
the same basic point of view but it was all about leadership and ego.
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R F : Animal House came out at the far end of the cultural shifts brought on

by the '60's and yet it seems to revel in the same kind of anarchic spirit that
was so prevalent among young people at the height of that earlier era. To
what degree were you and your compatriots trying to draw parallels
between the wilder '60's and the more complacent '70's?
The wonderful thing about capitalism is that it co-opts everything that is potentially
profitable. Around the early 70's, besides the killing of the students at Kent State and
all the awful side of it, people were starting to say "Hey, there's a youth market. We
could sell jeans to these kids. We could sell them their music." You know, everything
has a price in this country. So, here was this large audience but the '60's weren't funny
because the issues were so grave. But after the '60's were over, we still had all that
youth energy and the political issues just kind of evaporated throughout the '70's. But
we wanted to exploit that energy which had never been utilized in comedy. So we set
Animal House prior to Jack Kennedy. In fact, in our minds, Animal House ends on
November 21 and on November 22, Kennedy gets killed. It was the end of that era of
just careless, harmless fraternity high-jinks. It was the Deltas, the Animals, the rebels,
the misfits against the Institution. For us, that was really just a metaphor for the late
'60's, not the early '60's or late 'S0's. That movie really tapped into the consciousness of
our generation even though there is not a single word about politics expressed in it.
It's a very political movie for my generation and it signals the political turmoil that
followed the events in the film. When the studio saw this, they looked at the Deltas as
we had written them - and we had toned them down, we tried putting stuff that had
really happened to us in the movie - and the producers said "You can't put that in a
movie! No one could watch this, it's too disgusting!" But even when toned down,
they said "Wait a second. These guys are the heroes?" and we said, "Yeah, those are the
heroes. Trust us. This is where the audience will identify with the film." And it worked.
It worked like crazy.
RF:

If I can jump ahead a bit: When I look at the shift from Club Paradise

to Groundhog Day, the leap is remarkable to me. Your early work .is very
raucous slapstick, very physical comedy. All of a sudden, with Groundhog Day,
you're very character-centered and you also start utilizing magical realism,
or at least steps away from reality. Can you explain that shift to us, where it
came from?
You get tired of doing the same thing. When I look at the Farrelly Brothers right now,
I wonder how many more movies can they make like that? It's already seeming a little
bit tired in Me, Myself and Irene. How many times can you tell the same joke, or the
same kind of joke? I had nothing left to say.
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R F : How do you see the dividing line between your pre-and post-

Groundhog Day films?
I call Animal House, Stripes, which I wrote, and Caddyshack my "institutiona~ comedies"

because they're about the .individual against the institution. I see those as social.
They're really about the individual in society. And I was kind of done with that. And
that's not what the '80's were about. The '80's turned into the Me Decade. It was a
decade of greed and self-indulgence and fun. But I came out of the '80's with my life
turned around completely. I had ended my first marriage, fallen in love with my
second wife. Everything changed and I questioned my life.

·Club Paradise was not successful - I liked the movie but it wasn't successful. I thought,
maybe there's a message there. I wanted to really take time and think about what I
wanted to do. I had other movies that I was developing at the time, right after that but
none of them came together as scripts. One of them was a revisionist history of the
American west and another was a kind of European odyssey based loosely on "The
Odyssey." But they didn't happen and that was all right with me. I really took a lot of
time off. We (Ramis and Dan Aykroyd) did write the Ghostbusters sequel and I acted in
that and I also got a writing and executive producer credit on a Rodney Dangerfield
film called Back to School. I did some other stuff but I was really waiting for something
to come along that I really wanted to do. And then I read a script by Danny Rubin,
who'd been here (at Columbia College) and it was Groundhog Day. Groundhog Day was
the first of three fantasy comedies (Groundhog Day, Multiplicity and Bedazzled) which a
journalist defined for me. She said, "I've figured out what you do.You do 'whacky
redemption' comedy."That makes sense. That gets it all. They're still funny but they're
also about personal redemption.
R F : Groundhog Day is that rarest of all creatures: A spiritual comedy.

I tend to think of it as bein•g in the same category as It's a Wondeiful Life and
Here Comes Mr. Jordan. These are movies which use humor and magical realism to make sly and truthful comments about our place in the universe as
well as our place within our own identity. Were these the ideas that drew
you to the script or was it something completely different?
Groundhog Day expressed a lot of things for me. I've never been a selfish person - selfabsorbed but not selfish. Groundhog Day was a lot of thoughts and feelings I had about
the individual in relationship to himself. How are we supposed to be in a world where
ethics and morality is increasingly becoming situational, where everyone is making it
up for themselves? There was a lot of interesting psychological introspection. We're
probably the most self-aware or self-conscious people that ever walked the earth.
There's a lot of stuff going on about self-realization and people practicing it in many
different forms. My first wife and her friends certainly tried every form of spiritual
self-discipline in the world. I had friends wl?-o were yogis and friends who were
11

Buddhists and everyone had their own way of going about this thing. And Groundhog
Day is this very simple way to all those issues. I totally embrace the message of the
film. I've been interested in Buddhism for awhile and I thought the movie expressed a
lot of things I wanted to say about the way we live. I worked with Danny on_rewrites
and it did kind of redefine what I was about and people did start looking at me in a
different way.
R F : You've said that a lot of people contacted you after seeing Groundhog

Day. Can you talk about that?
Well, the first thing I heard when the movie opened was someone who said that there
were picketers outside the theater in Santa Monica. "Picketers?" I said. "Yes, Hasidic
Jews are walking around with signs which say 'Are you living the same day over and
over again?"' That's the premise of the movie: This guy wakes up every day and it's
Groundhog Day and nothing he can do will change it. They weren't protesting the
movie; they were trying to use the movie to get people interested in Hasidic Judaism.
For you Gentiles, that's a mystical form of Judaism. And then my mother-in-law, who
has lived for twenty-five years in a Zen Buddhist Center, told me that the Zen
Buddhists are all raving about this. They say it's the perfect Buddhist movie. And someone just sent me something off a Buddhist website the other day and it said "Greatest
Buddhist Movie Ever Made." It's not Seven Years in Tibet, it's not Little Buddha, it's not
Kundun, it's Groundhog Day. And it never mentions Buddhism once. Then I met someone in a yoga community who said, "Oh, the yogis think this movie is it". It's totally
about yoga and that belief. And then Jesuits and Fundamentalist Christians and
Baptists. Then psychoanalysts started writing me to say the movie was a perfect
metaphor for psychoanalysis. And then someone sends me a British psychology journal
that says that Groundhog Day is an analysis of object relation therapy, which is a.major
school of psychology. So everyone was seeing the movie through their own particular
lens and appreciating it as though it was totally expressive of their point of view. And
yet, it seems to embrace all points of view.
RF: But nobody's calling you up because they think you're God?

No, but I've had such letters. That's another story. There are demented people out
there. (laughs)
R F : Both Groundhog Day and Multiplicity deal with fracturing. One fractures

time, the other fractures personality.
That was an interesting thing in general. Chris Miller, who had collaborated on
Animal House, had written a short story called "Multiplicity," about a man who is so
stretched by the demands of his life that when he sees an ad for a cloning service, he
gets cloned. And then he gets cloned again and the clones gang up on him and
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basically kick him out of his own life. But the story dwelled on the surface of the
demands life makes on us. There's a man and he's trying to be a good husband, he's
trying to be a good father, he's trying to be good at his job and he's trying to find a
little personal time for himself away from all of these responsibilities. From Chris'
point of view, it was a story of modern life and the demands it makes upon us.
I had been doing a lot of work in the so-called mytho-poetic mens movement.
The mens movement was big into archetypes, Jungian archetypes. It occurred to me
that that's what "Multiplicity" was about. It wasn't just about the social problems of
not having enough time in your life. It was about the fact that we are all fractured
internally and that a lot of our conflict comes from these competing internalized
archetypes. Inside every man is a deep masculine self, like you read in the "Iron John"
stories and Robert Bly, but at war with the deep masculine is the inner feminine.
Every man has his inner feminine side which comes out more or less in each of us.
Those two are in conflict. And you also have the inner child - well, that's what the
idiot clone is supposed to be (in the movie), the inner child. The child in us wants different things from the hairy male who wants something else. Suddenly, here's this guy
with all these archetypal personalities and he's wearing them on the outside and
they're causing all these problems for him. The thematic solution in the film is that he
has to reintegrate these, he has to own and ·internalize each of these personalities.
And he does. So yes, it was a fracturing thing and that's where we took the film.
R F : And again, with Bedazzled, you return to this idea of fracturing. Like

both Groundhog Day and Multiplicity, this deals with a main character who
must learn to accept himself for who he is. In this case, Brendan Fraser's
character breaks out each of the possible personalities that he can be and
then discovers that none of these fantasies of himself can possibly work.
Here's a guy who can get anything he wants and he's going to wish for the things he
thinks will make him popular._In this case, things he thinks'll win him the love of this
girl. I tried to systematically go through all the things. If you stopped a hundred people on the street and asked, what would most people wish for? I started with rich and
powerful. That's probably on a lot of people's minds. To be a Super Jock. To be brilliant
is another one. To be sensitive, to be extremely emotionally sensitive. So, one by one,
he plays these things out and sees these aren't the things that will in and of themselves
make him happy. He won't really be happy until he accepts himself for who he is. So
that became the point of the movie.
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PRE-PRODUCTION
Collaborating, remaking and the "Butch Cassidy" School of Screenwriting

S O : Do you maintain the "write every day" habit?

I wish I could write every day. I wish I had the discipline. For me, writing is a fearsome thing. It's not just the solitude you have to impose on yourself. I no longer write
in these collaborations where I sit with people anymore. Now my collaborations are
that they write and send me something and I rewrite and send it back or vice versa.
Once I start writing something, I need to get back to it every day, just to get my
momentum. At a certain point, when I have enough pages written, the thing starts
rolling. it draws me to it and I want to· finish it and see how I did.
For me, it's hard to judge my own writing. I don't feel good about it so I circulate it
and have people tell me it's good or whatever they're gonna tell me. Generally, it's not
all good or all bad. They like it for the most part but they have a thousand notes to give
me. It's the rewriting that I dread even more than the writing. I know a lot of successful writers who are incredibly disciplined. Not only do they write every day, but they
work on multiple projects. Rewriting three or four things at once. I can't do that.
S O : Have you tried to write into the structure of the hero's journey?

I only used it when we were doing a parody of the hero's journey. I tried to write a
sword and sorcery comedy and used a lot of mythical stuff as the basis for it. And popular exploitations of it; "Conan the Barbarian" and the "Lord of the Rings", that stuff.
They're all the same thing, basically.

Do you think visually when you're writing the script? I mean, do you
write out the pictures and the shots that you want to use? And how much
of your overall visual strategy comes during the writing process?
SQ:

You know, I think even if I wasn't the writer, I think I would retype the script of the
movie I was gonna do. In considering every word, it forces you to consider every visual image. I never took a screenwriting course. When I was hired to write a screenplay,
which is how I wrote my first produced work, the producer, Ivan Reitman, handed us
each a paperback copy of Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, by William Goldman,
and said, "This is how a screenplay looks. This is how it should be."Whatever that
meant. So we all read Butch Cassidy and said, OK; we'll do that. But we didn't have
two cowboys robbing trains.
I believe that I've internalized over the years as an audience member the pace of a
film. Just some instinctive sense of when you're done ·with the introduction and when
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you should be moving into the second act. At what point should the premise be stated?
When should it be wrapping up. We all have an internal clock that tells us when these
things should be happening. But what I kind of evolved as a writing style - and I was
probably stoned when I had this thought - is that there's this unavoidable gulf between
the written word and the visual image. Reading something is very different from seeing something. The reader has requirements that the viewer does not have. Certain
kinds of explanations. It might take me a page to explain something in words that I
can get in just 24 frames. But what I evolved as a style was the goal of trying to make
it take exactly as long to read the words as it would take to visualize the thing. It's
like a one-to-one correspondence. If I believe that my establishing shot of, let's say this
room, would take about three seconds to reveal it to the audience, it should probably
take about three seconds to read the line that describes it. And the words should come
in the sequence that exactly represents what the images are, in the order you're going
to see them. I never use the "long shot,"" close-up, "medium shot" because the words
are already telling you what's in the frame. If I tell you that it's a roomful of a hundred
people, you know the shot is wide enough to see a hundred people. I don't have to
tell you that's a wide shot. If I tell you you 're looking at two people, the widest it
could be is a full-figure shot of two people. So I go for this one-to-one correspondence between the words on the page and what the camera is supposed to show you.
And that even involves the minor technique of where you put the parentheticals:
Where do you put the emotion that the line is read with? Do you put it under the
character's name or do you put it in the action line that precedes it? Where do you
note the person's facial expression? Well, I try to note it where I'd see it. Does it follow the line? Is it on the line? Does it precede the line? The kind of visual input that
is required in the writing process virtually assures that I, as a dire_ctor, don't make a single note. I have no notes or breakdowns to make because I've alr~ady incorporated my
visual imagination into the writing of it.
This is not to say that that's the final shot list for the movie. Then I sit down with
people who are much better at it than I am, a cameraman who has shot maybe 50 or
75 movies, and he may suggest to me something that will be a really cool shot.
Something I never would have imagined or anticipated, but looking at it on the day
and at the location I can see that, yeah, it makes a lot of sense. He'll know something
technically I couldn't possibly know. He'll say maybe we can get a crane in here with a
small ·remote controlled hothead and I can give you something cool that comes over
the head of this audience and reveals them after starting on one person's pencil. And
I'll say, great, let's do that. I didn't think of it while I was writing but it's a great idea.
Once you've decided on a general look and style for the film - is the camera gonna be
subjective or objective? Are you in the world of reality or magical realism? Will it be
realistic and loose and handheld? Is it gonna be really loose and subjective with lots of
dutch angles and strange wide lenses, or is it gonna 'be a nice settled, objective camera,
which is where I usually end up. Then, on the day when you rehearse the scene and
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the actors feel comfortable with the blocking, you bring the cameraman in and everyone else. They look at the scene. The cameraman may make suggestions based on
"well, that's nice blocking but the lights are over here. Can we just turn the whole
thing ninety degrees?" And that's fine, generally.
The camera can really dominate the working day. I try to neutralize the tech and
concentrate on the test side of it. Let the actors feel that they're all that matters. It's
hard of course when you hear the D.P. saying "Can you raise your chin and move it a
tiny bit this way and don't get in his light and when you move this way, can you make
a little banana around this because then you won't get in that light." (laughs) And you
do that finally and then the operator says you have to do it better, And six takes later,
you're still doing it for the camera.
R F : Can you talk a little bit about your process in writing your earlier

films? How did you work with your collaborators?
Doug (Kenney) and Brian Murray had both worked at country clubs when they were
kids and they both wanted to do a country club comedy. So the three of us hooked
up together and wrote Caddyshack and Doug produced it, I directed it and Brian was
in it as the caddy master. In those days, we used to really, truly collaborate. We would
sit in a house together - we wrote Animal House that way, too. We'd start our day stuffing jackets under the crack in the door so the (marijuana) smoke wouldn't go flowing
out. We'd line up all of our essentials, our pencils, make sure we had enough cigarettes
and stuff. We would then debrief each other on the whole feel, whether it was a college or a country club. Everything we knew about college we talked about. Every
character. So, we basically told each other our stories, about everyone we knew in col~
lege, about every funny thing that ever happened to us, everything we'd ever heard
from our brothers and every apocryphal college legend we'd ever heard. It sort of all
went in to this comic hopper and .then we started connecting it up with plot notions
and character ideas until a string started to emerge and that became the plot line. We
also started formulating our characters based upon archetypes that had existed in
American comedy from The Little Rascals .. .actually, probably predating The Little
Rascals. And we talked about that gang of characters. We even referenced off"Archie
and Jughead" comics, you know, like Betty and Veronica and Moose. These were
characters that turned up in Animal House in one form or another. But all deeply
affected by having come of age in the '60's when our whole culture flip...:flopped. And
we took plenty of time writing it. We took about three months to write the treatment
for Animal House. The treatment was 110 pages long.
S O : I've heard that you auditioned for a part in Animal House. Which part?

Peter Riegert's part. He played the character called Boone, Tim Matheson's sidekick.
He has a relationship with Karen Allen who played a character named Katie. I didn't
get it. I'm still pissed off. (laughs) Yes, I'm still bitter. I don't forget. (laughs) I wanted
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that part because it was just practical. I knew he wouldn't make me the main guy, the
handsome guy who gets all the girls, but I could always play the best friend of.the
handsome guy who gets all the girls. That's my role. (laughs)
R F : How did you come to be involved with Ghostbusters?

Dan Aykroyd and I knew each other for years before Ghostbusters. Dan had planned a
lot of work for him and John Belushi then John died in '82 or 3. Dan had conceived
Ghostbusters for him and John. But Danny's writing is very technical and very strange.
There're no real characters. There're people in them but no real characters. He'll spend
two pages describing the dashboard of the Ectomobile but not two lines describing
the character.
After John (Belushi) died, Dan wanted to do the movie with Bill Murray and he
thought Ivan Reitman would be the right director for it because Ivan'd had considerable success with other movies. We had done Stripes before that. I had just directed
the first of the Lampoon series, National La,mpoonJ' Vacation. So Dan brought this script
to Ivan and they had lunch at a restaurant called Art's Deli in the Valley. Ivan said,
"Yeah, I'm interested. Let's go see Harold Ramis." Dan said, "OK, great." So they came
to see me and I read it and they proposed Danny and I would rewrite it and they'd get
Bill Murray to play the third Ghostbuster. Bill read it and said he would do it.
R F:

How did the collaboration on Ghostbusters work?

Dan Aykroyd, who's a tremendously sweet and generous guy, had a house on Martha's
Vineyard in Massachusetts, off Cape Cod. He said come out the the Vineyard and we'll
write. Now this is one of my fantasies. My father had a grocery store and mother
worked in an office here in Chicago. One of the fantasies of doing movies is that you
get to travel and ypu get to go to all these places. Yeah, writing on Martha's Vineyard.
That sounds great. Aykroyd rented houses for us, had rented cars waiting in the driveways, food in the refrige~ator and we had the greatest time. I drove to Dan's house
every day and we would write in his basement - which was painted camouflage, by
the way.·For no reason at all. (laughs) And we wrote it there. And while we were
writing it, we thought it was just the funniest thing. Aykroyd would be drawing little
ghosts and backpacks and all this stuff. And while we're writing it, we actually said to
each other that this could be the most successful comedy ever made. And when we
showed the script to o_ther people, they were validating it. They said this is hysterically
funny. It was really working. And then the studio just jumped on it.
S Q : How did you get involved with Stuart Saves His Family?

Stuart Saves His Family was based on a Saturday Night Live character that Al Franken
did. Unlike most of the characters on the show, Al based it on his deep and abiding
concern-with addiction, co-dependency and recovery. He was personally involved in
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twelve-step programs because of a relative. It really meant something to him. He
developed his character based on those concerns. He wrote a novel about it called
''I'm Good Enough, I'm Smart Enough," which starts out as if it's the journal of
Stuart Smalley and then turns into this family novel, this dysfunctional family novel.
I really liked it. I called Al to say how much I liked it and he said, "Actually, I'm
writing a screenplay. Can I show it to you?" So he showed it to me. Lorne Michaels
had this deal with Paramo'Unt to make Saturday Night Live movies and he felt he owed
it to Al to make it and he was kind of encouraged that I was interested enough to do
it. The studio normally likes to spend less than $10 million on Saturday Night Live
films. We got them up to $16 million for this movie. We all took pay cuts. Lorne
Michaels, to his credit, took no money. I used to joke with Sherry Lansing who ran
Paramount, "Don't worry, Sherry. This movie's gonna make a million." (laughs) And
then it didn't. (laughs)
R F : Why did you choose to remake Bedazzled?

I love the old film and I used to love Peter Cook and Dudley Moore. I didn't think it
was their best work but I love the comic premise of the film. I love the idea of someone making a deal with the devil and the wishes all misfire for one reason or another.
I never felt like we were trying to make the same film because that film was so much
about Peter Cook and Dudley Moore, about their ability to play off each other.
I knew certain purists would be very defensive about my remaking it but most of the
audience had never seen it. It was a cult film. I really like what it was about. I perceived
it as a contemporary social issue and a psychological issue. It was right after Columbine I knew I wanted to remake the movie but I wasn't sure why. And it was hard to write
because I didn't know what we were trying to say. Then Columbine ·happened and a
lot was being written about the pressures on young people and the taunting and hazing that goes on. The alienation that young people felt if they weren't a member of
the right crowd. How bad we feel when we're young about being different, about not
fitting in. I thought, there's a huge focus in this country on wanting to be liked,
accepted, wanting to be loved and popular. It's something not just about our country
and now, it's something everybody wants. But our culture throws a lot of images at us:
If you want to be popular, you better have good abs. Well, I don't have a chance.
There's no definition in my abs.You have to drive a certain car or you have to wear
your hair in a certain way. If you're a woman, God forbid, you'd better be thin and
look a certain way. Or, guys, you better be a jock or whatever it is. There're just so
many messages from our pop culture and advertising that make everyone feel inadequate. We all feel like geeks, freaks and losers, one way or .another.
S O : How did you go about developing the script for it?

I choose carefully which studios I work at in LA based on where they are. I like to
work on the west side. So we went over to Fox. I mentioned a couple projects I wanted
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to do for them. Trevor who kne~ I liked Bedazzled, said that Fox has the rights to it.
So I said, "Yeah, let's look into that." It turns out they had released the rights to a team
that was going to .do it as a Broadway musical. I thought that wasn't a terrible idea but
I wanted to do the movie first then let them do the musical. So Fox executives suspended their rights - they weren't too far along anyway - and let us make the film.
At this point, I jumped into Analyze This because it was something I felt I couldn't
pass up. I didn't want to stall the development of Bedazzled so we started a writers
search, thinking about who could write this while I was working on the other film.
We settled on Larry Gelbart. Larry Gelbart was one of the original writers of the Sid
Caesar television show, one of the most popular comedy shows of it's time. He went
on to create the M*A *S*H television series and he wrote Tootsie. He's in his seventies
now but he's in the first rank of screenwriters for comedy. We had numerous meetings
with Larry and I kind of talked him through a couple of drafts and they weren't very
good. So, when I finished Analyze This, I'd had a very happy collaboration with a
writer named Peter Tolan, who shares writing credit on Analyze This. I said, "Peter,
why don't we just take Larry's script and work on it ourselves," and he said, fine. We
had some meetings and kind of laid it out. We divided it up fifty-fifty. He took the
first half of the outline and wrote pages 1 through 60. He sent it to me and I rewrote
1 to 60 and put on pages 61 to 120 and sent it back to him. He wouldn't touch anything. He thought it was ready so we sent it to the studio where everyone seemed to
love it. Then we started casting so that was the genesis of it. It usually starts with finding a script out there or a concept out there .that seems like it could be really viable or
you have an idea that you think would be really worth doing from scratch. I always
work with other writers, either sequentially or collaboratively in the room, or somehow. For me, comedy is very much a social experience.
R F : Bedazzled defines the difference with the original very quickly. You have

Elizabeth Hurley playing the role originated by Peter Cook. Were you looking at the fact that the devil is about temptation?
In the original movie, the Seven Deadly Sins were represented as characters and
Raquel Welch had played Lillian Lust. When you mention the original Bedazzled to
some people, they say "Oh, wasn't that Raquel Welch?"That's all they remember:
Raquel Welch in red lingerie. So I thought, that's a really powerful image. It's clear we
use sex to sell everything else in society. Why wouldn't the devil use it? So, Elizabeth
Hurley.
S O : Was the rock scene in your version of Bedazzled meant to correspond

to the scene in the original when Dudley Moore played the pop singer?
Not really. In the original movie, Dudley Moore is a kind of pop singer who's got a
very vulnerable quality. He's got a song called "Love Me."This was right around the
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time the Beatles were just out and the girls were screaming at the concerts. The young
women are screaming at Dudley Moore and he's just drinking it up. Then the Devil
comes along singing another song - "I hate you, you're disgusting, I loathe you, I
despise you, I'm cool." And they leave Dudley Moore and start cheering for the Devil.
So it was really a scene more about the fickleness of the audience, about popularity,
than it was about the dissipation that we associate with the rock world. That's what
our scene was about.
S Q : I noticed that you shot Bedazzled widescreen. Was that the only choice

for you or did you debate between that and other formats?
Good question. Yeah, we debated back and forth. The cameraman was Bill Pope who
was probably best known for The Matrix. I had met him when I was prepping a movie
called Galaxy Quest, a Tim Allen outer space comedy. Galaxy Quest had a really
delightful script. I was hired to direct it, went through all of the prep, the production
design, working with ILM on the creature design with Stan Winston. I met Bill Pope,
really liked him, and I wanted to work with the next generation of camera people. I'd
worked with some good guys, you know, but all were my age or older. I want to work
with someone a little hipper who would have a looser, more contemporary visual style.
I walked away from Galaxy Quest because I didn't want to make a movie with Tim
Allen. Not for any personal reason. I didn't even watch him on TV so I thought why
would I want to make a movie with the guy? To me, that was self-serving on my part.
Other people thought it was high-minded. And I didn't think the movie would be
successful with him in it and it wasn't. I wanted to do it with Alec Baldwin but unfortunately Baldwin had referred to the head of Dreamworks, Jeffrey Katzenberg, as the .
"Evil Dwarf" so he didn't want to work with Alec. So, I walked away. When I left, Bill
Pope left but we shook hands and said "Let's work together sometime." I called him
for Bedazzled and he said what about shooting it in anamorphic? It's 2.35, the ratio we
decided to use. I was afraid of filling that frame. You know, working 1.85 is a good
kind of people frame. You can get a couple people in there and you don't have much
else to worry about. In widescreen, there's more production design involved,just seeing that much more. I definitely want the sequence where he finds out he's a
Columbian drug lord to have some scope. I thought it should have a rich visual texture. And I thought the basketball sequence would play better in widescreen. And also
it has a slightly more impressive quality in general. There's an even quality to
widescreen movies that may be subliminal but it's there. Ghostbusters was widescreen
because it had lots of effects to show. And what really pisses me off there is that when
it's scanned down to 1.85, I'm always cut out. (lat1:ghs) The director always puts Dan
Aykroyd and Bill Murray in the middle and me and Ernie Hudson are on the sides.
(laughs) So some of my best work is just out of frame. (laughs)
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PRODUCTION
Bill Murray, Robin Williams, and an "Old Movie Queen"

S O : I recently assisted a co-producer on a film and I befriended the assis-

tant director. We were joking because whenever the co-producer was upset,
the director was happy, and whenever the director was upset, the co-producer
was happy. I noticed that you were co-producer and director in some of the
films and I wondered how that worked because you were dealing with the
money and the budget. Did you have other people pulling the reins?
I never deal with money and budget or scheduling issues. There are people whose sole
job it is to worry about such things. I have other things to worry about. I work with
really good line producers and production managers and one of the best first assistant
directors in the business. I break down the script with the first A.D. - "This is what I
want to do. This is what I see in that scene." He's made five, six times as many movies
as I have. He knows much more than I do. If he tells me it'll take three days to shoot
this scene, I believe him. Why would I doubt it? Or what hubris would tell me I can
do it in two? I can't. If he says it's three, it's three. He's also smart and pads the budget
a little bit then things cost what they cost.
Studios will always want to say when you're budgeting a film, don't show us a budget
that starts with a four. OK, you can say that, but we're gonna. (laughs) They said on
Multiplicity, not a penny over $40 million. "OK," we said, "here's a budget for $44
million. What do you think of that?" They said, "Well, we told you 40," and I said,
"That doesn't make any difference. This is what it'll cost." It's not money going into
our pockets. We're not pretending anything. "You wanna make this movie? This is
what it'll cost to make this movie. It's your choice if you wanna make it or not". I
don't put a gun to their heads. On the other hand, the production manager.. .line
producer... first A.D. will do everything they can. They will bend over backwards to
accommodate the studio by trimming where they can. They'll go to each department
and say, like, to the gaffer, "Do you really need all those lights?" or they'll say to the
cameraman, "Do you need to carry a steadicam over all that time or can we just pick
it up on the days you need it?"
S O : What about when you produce?

I take co-producing credit because, one, it gives me power, which is useful in an
argument. Two, it gives me extra money, which is nice. And the other thing it does
is it reflects the side of the producing function that I do, which is the development
of the project, the development of the material, the casting of the film, the assembling
of the elements. If you strictly defined the director's function, I would be hired at the
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end of that process and the other people would already be in place. But I've had
participation from the beginning in most of these projects so I take the credit because
I can take it.
SO: You've been working with same co-producer for several years, have~'t you?

I have a partner named Trevor Albert. We've shared producing credit since Groundhog
Day but anyone who wanted to check, -they would see that he started with me on
Caddyshack as production assistant. Trevor and I met when he was just about a year out
of film school so he's worked with me since the late '70's. He knows everything about
me, good and bad. He knows my tastes thoroughly.
S O : What about your power as the director? Do the studios try to talk you

out of ~hings?
No. They believe me when I say I need sixty days to make this movie. They've
approved the script already. They have two choices: They can say shorten the script "We don't like this scene anyway" - or they can say, "You're right." I realize at this
point that it's all a game. Does it matter to Twentieth Century Fox if they lose $42
million as opposed to $41 million? No, it can't possibly matter, right? And if the
movie's a success, it certainly doesn't matter. So what's the difference to a big corporation? And I'm considered very studio-friendly, very responsible. I've never gone over
schedule ·or over budget on a film, at least when it wasn't approved. I've sometimes
gone over because the studio wanted me to do something else. I figure my responsibi~ty
is to deliver on the creative side and let the people who are better at accounting
worry about the money side.
RF: How involved were _you in the shooting of Animal House?

I didn't go to the shooting. I auditioned to be in the film. I wanted to direct it but

nobody would even consider that. So I auditioned to bejn the film, didn't get the part
I wanted and I thought, "Well, I'm not going to be an extra in John Landis' movie!" he directed it. I had been going to Europe frequently so I went back to Europe and
worked on something else. I heard that the movie was made so I went back and it
looked great. From then on, I was established as a screenwriter and later a director.
S O : When I was 8 years old, I could recite Ghostbusters beginning to end.

Did you have a blast making it?
Shooting it was tremendous fun, you know, running around Manhattan for a few
weeks in Ghostbuster suits - which was ridiculous. (laughs) Everyone knew Saturday
Night Live and knew who Billy and Dan were so they were heroes everywhere we
went in New York. People ~ould either open their restaurants for us at ten in the
morning or keep them open late at night. Those guys could have anything they want22

ed in New York. Then we finished it in LA. We had a lot of fun shooting it. Bill was
reasonably well behaved, Aykroyd a really nice guy. Ivan I'd already worked with three
times before that. We just had a really great time. We were really confident the whole
time. Sigourney Weaver turned out to be great. Rick Moranis, our Second City friend,
came in. That part was written for John Candy but Candy ~idn't want to do it so we
got Rick. And we just had fun. But I've had fun on all the movies I've acted in and
fun on all the ones I've directed, so that was not so different. And I'd worked with
Bill numerous times. You always look back fondly on the really successful ones so
everything looks better in hindsight when it turned out to be the hit that it was.
S Q : Do you use video playback? If so, does it affect the way you work with

actors?
I rely totally on it. The first movie I did, I didn't have it. It was available but not very
good - grainy black and white. So I would sit next to the camera, watch the actors live
and wait until the dailies to see what I actually got. Sometimes, I'd be very surprised.
Once video playback was perfected, first black and white and now glorious, high
resolution color images, I love sitting back in my little "bridge on the Enterprise."
I always insist on the very largest monitor we can carry around. I hate looking at a
little monitor. To see a movie I'm making on a (tiny) monitor that eventually is going
to be a on big screen seems crazy to me. It's a wonderful thing because you're seeing
what's actually going down on the film.You can talk to the operator about camera
movement, you can really talk to the actors about the way they're working in the
frame. It's a big timesaver. A lot of people say don't ever let the actors look at it
because they'll just want to start seeing the playbacks and it'll cost you time. But I
never had an actor who abused that and a lot of actors don't even want to look at it.
R F : You not only tend to write in collaboration but you also work with a

lot of the same actors, many of them people from your past. What are the
advantages and disadvantages of this?
There's a nice mix of people but, yes, some of the same faces turn up. It's because
they're good and I know what they're gonna do. I know they're right for the part
and it's gonna save me time on the set. And I like them and I like to see them work.
On the other hand, I'm always excited to meet somebody new who has something
new to teach me about performance. And sometimes you don't want to see a familiar
face but other times, like Club Paradise, I cast a lot of Second City people because I
knew I would be relying on them to provide the comedy matrix of the movie.

s Q : How do you deal with difficult actors?
Actors are difficult for different reasons. Some actors are difficult because they're not
very good. There's nothing more difficult for a director than trying to get a perform23

ance out of someone who doesn't seem to be making it. You can't tell 'em that. It's not
going to make them better or more relaxed, certainly.You can try to manipulate them
or trick them into a performance or minimize their performance. That is a difficult
thing to do and it's no fault of the actor. It's almost your own fault for miscasting
someone. That's one kind of difficulty. Then there're difficulties of temperament or bad
work habits. I did six films with Bill Murray whose habits are not great. And they got
worse as he got more successful. .. and more tired of his success. There were problems
there. He and I never clashed directly. Once, maybe. Maybe one time I grabbed him
by the coat and threw him up against the wall. Maybe once. (laughs) But he deserved
it and he knew he deserved it so he didn't hit me. So he could get difficult. I think
because he liked me, he was not as difficult toward me as he was toward people around
me sometimes. The production - by that I mean the producers, the line producer, the
studio - he'll make someone the enemy, often the easiest target. Robin Williams I had
some difficulty working with because he never felt really comfortable in his role in
Club Paradise. Robin felt kind of straightjacketed by the role. He felt I didn't give him
enough leeway. But we get along great. It was nothing personal.
RF: You recently said that Williams doesn't do improv, he ad libs. What did

you mean by this?
To me, ad libbing is trying to think of the funniest thing you can say in the moment.
For me, improvisation - or "guided improvisation" which is a term I think I coined
for films - is not just floundering around looking for something funny to say. It's writing the last draft of the script without paper. It's a legitimate way to work that involves
discipline and training and work and skill. Doing five takes of an improvised speech is
like doing five drafts of script. By the fifth take, it's really a well-honed speech. It's a
great timesaver and it's a great way to fix something that's not working on the stage.
Robin Williams, on the other hand, was kind of desperately taking shots, trying to be
funny and that really doesn't necessarily have anything to do with the exposition or
the narrative or anything that you're trying to accomplish that's going to have a deeper
value in your film.
R F : How did you deal with that as a director?

I'd smile tolerantly as Robin did take after take. "Oh, yeah, that's good ... that's good,"
until my cheeks would hurt from smiling. And Robin was genuinely funny off-camera, really funny, hysterically funny, but in the movie it made no sense to me. I just
wanted him to play a characte.r, a real person. As he'd be motoring along, I'd be
thinking, "Yeah, I can cut right there. I can cut away to Peter O'To_o le then I can cut
back to Robin." It's the manipulative side of film directing, what the actor doesn't
know while he's acting. He doesn't really know that I'm gonna be cutting away to this
actor for that whole speech he's doing right now. And eventually it's gonna be gone
from the film.
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R F : One of the more interesting casting issues in that film is that you have

Second City people and Robin Williams and then you have Peter O'Toole.
Not to mention Jimmy Cliff who was like from another planet.
RF: O'Toole would have been the last person I would have thought to put

there even though he'd proven a real comedic gift in The Stunt Man and My
Favorite Year. Still, I was surprised to see him up there with the more freewheeling Second City style.
So was I. And they were terrified of him. Eugene Levy was so scared of Peter O'Toole.
It was like a movie in itself. He would practically dive into the bushes when O'Toole
would come toward him. And he was convinced O'Toole didn't know who he was,
even after twelve weeks into shooting the movie. It was pretty pathetic (laughs).
R F : What was he terrified of?

Oh, you know. To us, Peter O'Toole's reputation was so huge. He'd played all the great
roles, he did Shakespeare and he was Lawrence of Arabia. And to us, he seemed like
such an English gentleman. On the other hand, he was also... forget it (laughs).A dissipated
fellow, let's say. Something about moral character but I won't go into it. But we were
all kind of intimidated. We were shooting nights for two weeks on that movie. Night
shooting is the worst; you never quite adjust your body clock to it. At the end of the
two weeks, at six a.m., the sun comes up. Oh, man, we've finished. Brian Murray and I
are starting to trudge to our cars when Peter O'Toole goes, "Let's not rush off like we
hate our work." Excuse me? And we'd never had like a personal exchange or a drink
together. It was very professional. Friendly, but we weren't friends or anything. "Let's
not rush off like we hate our work." And I'm thinking, oh, he wants to hang out for
awhile. Now, it's six in the morning after we've been shooting for twelve hours. O.K.,
Peter. We go into his dressing room and he starts talking about where he studied acting
in college. Then he starts talking about his first jobs after college. Almost his whole
c.v., item by item.We're getting the whole Peter O'Toole resume! (laughs) And Brian
and I are looking at each other, like what the hell is going on? Now he chooses to be
personal? And he looks at us and he goes "Oh, my God! I've turned into an old movie
queen, haven't I?!" (laughs) And we go "Oh, no, no, this is fascinating. Please go on."
(laughs) Then he realized how tired he was. "Let's go home," somebody said. And we
did. That's my Peter O'Toole story.
S O : Working and being friends with Bill Murray. I've heard he has two

sides to him: Either he can be the nicest guy in the world or he has a dark
cloud hanging over him and he makes everyone's life miserable.
Where'd you hear that? I think I said that. (laughs) He's a moody guy. He's pretty
moody. Whatever you call it: Moody... Bipolar... Manic Depressive. (laughs) There are a
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lot of words for it but when he's good, he's very good. I once saw Bill talking with
someone on the crew. When I came into the conversation, I heard the guy say, "Yeah,
my sister needs eye surgery but it's $25,000 and we can't afford that." Bill says, "I'll take
care of that" and he did. When he tells the story later, he's says "Well, what can I do?
The guy hit me up for $25 grand." (laughs) But he could've said no and didn't. That's
the good side. I've also seen him wrestle someone to the ground who didn't want to
be wrestled to the ground. You know, monumental fights.
R F : How monumental?

When we were doing our cabaret show in New York for the National Lampoon, it
was Belushi, Bill Murray, Brian Murray and me and Gilda. The show was very offensive and because it was National Lampoon, we wanted it to be very offensive. To shock
the audience. And sometimes we'd get what we deserved which was a kind of Jerry
Springer reaction in the audience. They'd get very vocal and obnoxious and it was
cabaret so the audience was served drinks. One night, someone in the house got
obstreperous. The image I remember is Bill and Brian and Belushi dragging the person
through the audience and out the back door. And as they're dragging him out the
back door, one of the Murray brothers - I'm not sure which - is holding him and the
other has a large metal bussing tray and they're - bang! bang! bang! - just beating the
crap out of him. (laughs) So that's the other side of Bill. You don't want to mess with
him when he's mad but he was always pretty good to me.
S O : Murray's character of Carl in Caddyshack ... Was that a character that

you wrote or he wrote? How did that character come about?
The character had no dialogue in the script. All the scenes were there. I actually trusted
Bill enough and he trusted me enough to commit to improvising his whole character.
We had him for six days on the movie. We had one speech that was scripted and it
wasn't even his. It was an actor's who we hired in Florida and he really screwed it up
badly. I reshot it with Bill doing it. The Dalai Lama speech. But that character... he had
been doing that character at the Lampoon when we were doing a radio show, the
National Lampoon Radio Hour. He had a lot of goofy characters. This one he'd modeled on a New York traffic cop. It started out with Bill just directing traffic - "OK,
Chevy, hold it up right there. C'mon bus, let's go. Let's go.''We called that character
"The Honker." I don't know why but that's what everybody called him. So when we
started to do Carl Spackler, I said "I think this guy's a Honker, Bill" and he said "All
right, I'll do it." I had a knack for getting inside Bill's head and thinking in whatever
character he was doing. We had a really good rapport. That's why we did six movies
together. I could suggest things to him and he would go "I got it .. .I got it," and things
would just pour out of him. It was really fun for me to sort of disjoint my own brain
and start thinking like that character that he played so well. So that was "The Honker."
He used to do a variation of it at the Lampoon which was "The Lobster Guy."
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He used to go "There's a lobster loose! Save yourselves! Cover yourselves with hot
butter!" (laughs) It made no sense but that's what he would do. He was very funny.
The funniest guy that I've ever known when he's on.

If the script is bad, I want ·him to improvise. He's really good at it. In fact, I think that's
part of the burden for him, working in films where the scripts were pretty bad and he
carried the whole weight of not just acting well but making up better lines than were
in the script. The things we did together.. .! think I could objectively say I write well
for him and he appreciated that. He knew what lines to stick with. We were both
trained improvisationally so we would both construct improvised dialogue. I just treated it as the last draft of the script with Bill as the co-writer.
S O : What was it like working with Chris Elliott on Groundhog Day and

would you ever want to work with him again?
Absolutely. I love his work. For one thing, I'm a huge fan of his father.You know Bob
and Ray were hugely successful. A cult experience but very popular and really offbeat.
Chris had that. I knew him from the Letterman show, from the characters he played
on David Letterman, and always wanted to work with him. He was great. He adapted
perfectly to our little ensemble and we really enjoyed our collaboration so, yeah, I
would work with him in a second.
R F : In Multiplicity, you dealt with the difficulty of having Michael Keaton

play four roles, sometimes all of them in the same shot. How did you deal
with that technically?
Irrthe execution, of course, it was hell for Michael because he was alone for almost a
month on that one stage. I had a wonderful A.D. who figured out an algebra for it, figured out the least number of costume changes Michael would have to make. If we
shoot Clone 1 throughout this scene and into the next then he changes into Clone 2's
costume and we do that scene into the next, and so on. It was all charted and graphed.
And Michael even had this chart on the wall of his dressing room to tell him where
he was in his cloning. But after a month, he was going completely crazy. We shot a
hundred days on the movie, basically shooting each scene time and time again to get
each clone dowri onto film for the compositing.
RF: The really exceptional thing here is _the timing. Keaton's playing off

of himself just beautifully. There's a significant portion of the film when
I wasn't even thinking that's only one actor.
Richard Edlund evolved some technologies for us that were specific to the problems
we had and these really helped out. Michael could actually act one character to a
video camera and then play the other character to a playback of the character he'd just
recorded. That's pretty much how he accomplished that.
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R F : In Analyze This, you had the opportunity to work with Billy Crystal

and Robert UeNiro, two enormously gifted but otherwise seemingly disparate
talents. It would strike me that they are going to approach their work in
radically different ways. You're the connecting thread in there. How did that
work out for you?
Everyone kept saying "How're you gonna reconcile these two wildly different styles?"
I said, "I'm not."That's the edge of the whole premise, that they're polar opposites,
these guys. They have a completely different way of thinking and relating to the
world. As different as Billy Crystal, kind of an anguished Jewish temperament, stand-up
comedian and Robert DeNiro - thoughtful, brooding, volcanic, Italian instinctual
character. I thought my job wasn't to reconcile them, it was to play them off each
other. And they appreciated that, too.
Billy had no greater aspiration in life than for Robert DeNiro to think he was a good
actor. At the end of the shooting when DeNiro embraced him, Billy was so moved
that he cried. And I don't say this to embarrass him ... here. (laughs) He cried with relief
and pride that Robert DeNiro, this icon of film acting, legitimized Billy's acting. And
Billy's not a bad actor. There're a lot of stand-ups who couldn't act to save their lives
but Billy's not bad. And he's also a writer and he's directed pictures. He was a very
important ally to have in the shooting of this picture. And DeNiro had also directed.
He's very conscious of what he's doing, a very specific vision. So I never had two better
collaborators as far as getting the script right and successfully realizing it.
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P O S T - P R O D ·U C T -1 0 N
Test marketing, audience research and confronting "Shazam!"

SO: We're always hearing that the studios are always making changes.

When they do this, don't they usually just take something that might have
been good and change it into something bad just to make it popular?
Someone once said to me, "just because something is popular doesn't mean it's bad." I
was the kind of snob who thought if too many people liked it, how good could it be?
Most people have an I.Q. ofless than a hundred. Most of them come from towns that
I couldn't spend five minutes in without wanting to kill myself. They hold naive political and religious beliefs. They're victims of propaganda, easily duped by government,
religion, bad television and everything else. So I usually think, what do I have in common with that audience? I'm a Martian living in a Walt Disney World. But, my good
fr~end Doug Kenney, he said that. He said just because something is popular doesn't
mean it's bad. That kind of opened a little door for me. I thought maybe it's possible to
be popular and entertaining and actually have people think it's pretty good, actually
smart. The corollary for us in our particular field is that broad comedy is not necessari- ·
ly dumb comedy. We thought maybe we could be broad and smart at the same time.
And hopefully, where my movies succeed, they are both smart and broad. For the ones
that work on a big scale, families can go to these movies. Not in the sense that they're
family movies, where everything is safe and homogenized and sanitized, but because
they entertain on a lot of levels.You know, seven year olds used to look at Ghosthusters
and see it purely as a supernatural adventure film. Adults would go to the same screening and see it as a satire. I try to work in these multiple planes, to walk that fine line
between good and popular.
S Q,: It seems the studios say they like an idea but it needs this, this and

this, all based on audience research and not on what's best for the story.
Would they know a good thing if it jumped up and bit them on the ass?
W9.uld they know a good thing if it jumped up and bit them on the ass? They employ
the/i,. most sophisticated marketing tools available, just like the persons who sell you
breakfast cereal or market television to you. They have their finger on the pulse in a
certain sense. Basically, they're taking the temperature of the whole country.
When the Soviet Union was still a nuclear threat, some Hollywood liberals got
together and they asked me to attend this meeting. They said they wanted to do a
world broadcast. They wanted to simulcast throughout the world something that would
be entertaining to the whole world and would promote world peace. I raised my hand
and said it's kind of a tall order to be popular with everyone in the world. You can't
get two Americans to agree on anything. And that's the problem with the mass mar29

keting of media. If you wanna make money, if you want to sell something in every city
in America, how do you reconcile the taste of someone who lives in the East Village
in NewYork with someone who lives in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, the rural headquarters
of the Aryan Nation? These people live on different planets and yet the studios want
to sell them the same movie. So they play the percentages. They always play the percentages. And to balance it, they all start fine arts divisions: Disney buys Miramax,
Sony invents Sony Classics, Fox invents Fox Searchlight. And they go out searching for
independent films, foreign films of quality that will garner Academy Award nominations, get critical respect and satisfy their own liberal needs, to deliver something of value.
S O : How does the test marketing work?

It's done by N.R.G. - National Research Group - which has evolved very simple but
the most sophisticated possible models for measuring.You recruit the audience that
you think is going to like your movie, you ask them twenty questions which basically
come down to "how much did you like it?" "What did you like most about it? What
did you like least? Did it move too fast, too slow, or just right? Was it too long, too
short, or just right? Which characters did you like? Which actors did you like?
Did you like the story? And, would you tell a friend to go see it?" The bottom line
number... you can throw away all the other numbers and look at the number they call
"definitely recommend." If 60% of the audience or more says I would definitely recommend this to a friend, then you've got a shot. If they say "probably," then you're in
trouble. Then you have to go into the variable of counter-programming. Every studio
has a chart of movies that are coming out on each date, on each weekend.You look
at who you're coming out against.
They do a second research tactic called tracking. Six weeks prior to the start of any
movie, the studio starts tracking the audience's awareness of it. "Do you know that The
Mummy Returns is coming out?" And then, "Do you want to see The Mummy
Returns?" And based on those numbers, they can start gearing their advertising to the
job they see they have to do. If it turns out that only 5% of the audience knows you're
coming out, you know that awareness is your problem. You start advertising to build
awareness so that by the weekend it opens, it's coming out of everybody's ears.
If they're aware of it and don't want to see it, you start trying to analyze what it is that
they don't like. Is it the star they don't like? The Mummy Returns is a good example.
Brendan had just struck out in two movies, mine and Monkeybone. Forget whether
they're good or not, deserved more or not. What it tells the studio is that the audience
is not rushing out _to see Brendan Fraser the way they will Jim Carrey in anything or
Tom Hanks in anything. So, if you looked at the advertising for The Mummy Returns,
it's as if Brendan wasn't in the movie. His name is not mentioned in the advertising.
His name's not up there in big letters. There's barely a close-up of Brendan in the
trailer or TV ads. That's based on the "want to see" numbers and what will move the
needle on those "want to see" numbers.
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When Multiplicity came out, which tested very well with our target audience, nine
movies were coming out and we were never higher than four on peoples "waB.t to
see."We were tied with the Shaquille O'Neal classic, Shazam! (laughs) You can imagine
how dispiriting that is for a filmmaker.You've invested a lot of blood, sweat and money
in it and people just don't care. They just don't want to see it. They're not interested
in what you have to say or they're not interested in who's saying it in the film. That's
what you live with for better or worse in the industry.
SO: But isn't it kind of crazy to base whatever changes a movie goes

through on the opinions of just one test audience?
No, because one thing that the market research is accurate about is that people are
people. It's a tautology in that both sides of that equation are equal. The test market
audience is not very different from the general audience. Usually it's not that you
totally misjudge the film, it's that the marketing becomes tricky. You frequently find
that people generally like your film but you have no way to sell it to them. The average person in America, believe it or not, goes to about five movies per year. Most of
the people in this room would try to see five movies a week if you could. We're a very
special part of the film audience. But that average person, to get him out of his chair,
to get him to spend $17 for him and the wife, and if he's bringing the kids, to spend
$45 for tickets and another $35 for popcorn and drinks - he's gotta really want to see
it. He's gonna want some explosions, he's gonna want a train wreck, he's gonna wants
some aliens, possibly a dinosaur or two (laughs). They're gonna want to cry when the
guy and the girl finally get together. They're not going to want to look at someone in
the throes of deep existential despair. (laughs) They get enough of that at home.
People actually say that to you: "If I want to be depressed, I'll stay home."
SO : Isn't living by audience research and test markets a way of forcing

movies to fit into specific molds? Almost like expecting there's some magic
formula for success. Do they have templates for what they think will work
and then try to make movies based on these?
Some people try to calculate backward, trying to make a movie based on what's been
successful. The ultimate test is how many people go and how much they like it. I once
had the unusual privilege of spending a night in a guest house with Timothy Leary,
the Father of Modern Madness. (laughs) Leary, at the time was well past is famous
drug research and had not yet contracted the fatal brain cancer that got him. At this
point, Leary was living in LA and really interested in the movie business. He was trying to generate a computer model by inputting all the elements of all the most successful movies of all time. He was hoping that the computer would then print out a
blueprint for a Hollywood hit and he would make a fortune in selling the software to
screenwriters everywhere. Everyone has tried to apply a template. For awhile, it was
the mytho-poetic models, the Jungian models, the Joseph Campbell approach that
every great story is rooted in our classical mythology. This was just after Star Wars.
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S O : Which of your movies tested well then did well at the box office and

why do you think those were the ones that did?

Caddyshack tested very well. There are two kinds of responses - they're not confused
but they are contradictory.You get really smart people who say Caddyshack's their
favorite film. I use Caddyshack as a model for intentional stupidity. It's a movie that
revels in it's own dumbness. And then I get people who don't really seem all that
sophisticated who say, "You know, I saw that Groundhog Day. I think there's something
else going on in that movie." (laughs) They say, "You know, it's actually kind of deep."
And I say, "well, yeah, thanks." (laughs) They're amused by it and they're entertained so
their first instinct is that they've stumbled onto an entertaining movie that seems to be
about something else. It's got some kind of spiritual content or moral content but they
just can't put their finger on it. So, Groundhog Day tested well. The one thing I strove
for in the rewrite of it was to make it popular, to make it entertaining. Danny Rubin's
original script was very moving but not quite a comedy. It didn't live in either world.
It wasn't a drama. It certainly wasn't a tragedy. It wasn't a romantic comedy. It was a
spiritual tale and, as such, it just begged to be funnier. Certainly with the casting of
Bill Murray, it gave us the potential and the license to take some of the scenes right
out as funny as they could be. So it kind of worked out on all those levels and that
was very satisfying. For better or worse, it also set a standard for me and my colleagues
to make movies that were both entertaining and meaningful.
S O : Are there real differences between rural, urban and suburban audiences?

Clearly, there are differences but within every city, there is a rural component. There
are people who might as well be living on a farm for all that they seem to know
about the real world or for the sophistication of their ideas. And every time you start
thinking people who live outside cities are hicks, you meet someone who's brilliant
and well read and well traveled. But you can predict certain things. You can predict
that a state that doesn't teach evolution is probably not going to be that hip. You could
assume that a state that will not take down the confederate flag is not going to be that
liberal. These are well founded prejudices - sometimes, we stereotype people because
they deserve to be. There's a reason we scoff at life in the 'burbs, which is another kind
of insular blindness within our culture. Suburban people don't want to know too
much about diversity. I live in Glencoe and I joke that we have diversity out there:
We have lawyers and doctors and traders and some accountants, so we're diverse out
there. Sometimes, ignorance is self-imposed because of what people want to cling to.
People who want to cling to privilege are not going to rush out and rent the Apu
Trilogy, to see something hard hitting about poverty in India.
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A dream deferred, facing "the cringe factor," and the joy of Robert DeNiro s wrath
S O : My question is kind of abstract: What is comedy to you?

That's not abstract. There are lots of forms of comedy. It's different from saying "what
is funny?" to me. The things I laugh at might seem sick to someone else. For me, the
real comedy of life springs from the contradictions, the real tragedies of life. At a certain point, I think I decided in life that I could_see everything as tragedy or as comedy.
Things were so horrible, you could laugh or cry. And I chose to laugh. This will keep
my shrink working for the rest of my life because every time we get close to how
miserable I am, I start laughing. He recognizes that comedy is the way I defend myself
against what's really difficult in life. And maybe it's social function is to protect us all
from what's really horrible about the world.
A lot of scholarly things have been said about comedy - you know, a lot of cliches
about it - but one really interesting thing I read is that comedy helps to diffuse certain
social tensions. The comedians say the things that we're all thinking but we're all afraid
to say or points the finger at the thing that we all recognize but are too polite to point
out. Seeing it, we're shocked into laughter. By confronting what's been on our minds,
we laugh at it and it releases this social tension that's around it. Someone farts in a
movie and the audience laughs. Why? Why do my kids think that's the funniest thing
in the world? (laughs) Obviously, there's no premise behind that. There's no principle
at stake. (laughs) It's just this simple expression of our humanity. People have gas.
Cavemen laughed at that. (laughs) You know they did. It may have been the first laugh
in the world. (laughs) That's what comedy is: It defuses our social embarrassment about
being human.
S O : Having been the innovator of what's now called "gross out" comedy

with Animal House and Caddyshack, where do you feel the current state of
comedy is headed? What is your opinion on the way these teen comedies
are becoming more and more shocking?
Well, there'll always be a market for it. I couldn't believe .. .! took my ten year old to
Scary Movie. (laughs) My wife says, "What were you thinking?"There's a scene with a
hedge trimmer on someone's pubic hair! I don't know if you saw this movie. It was
outrageously crude but I was laughing, you know. (laughs) There's no point to it. It's
stupid and it's juvenile but, OK, so what? It's not a problem. People will always need
that, will always appreciate that. It's always been around and it will always be around.
There's low comedy, there's high comedy, there's satire, there's romantic comedy;
there're all kinds of comedy genres. I try not to reject or invalidate whole schools of
comedy. Some of it's very smart. Doug Kenney had a great motto. He said, "broad
comedy is not necessarily dumb comedy."We kind of work from that principle. It's
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not what I seek out. A lot of dumb comedy is just that - it's just dumb. And some
things that I find funniest don't strike the audiences as comedies at all. They're not
perceived as comedies. Some of the Coen Brothers movies. The Big Lebowski had
as many laughs for me as any broad comedy. Or Fargo was a very funny movie ...
or Barton Fink. Those are funny movies for me. I saw Snatch, Guy Ritchie's film.
I thought it was hysterically funny. So, there's room for all kinds of comedy.
S O : Have you ever thought about working in another genre?

Yes. The film I'm working on is a revenge action thriller. It's just the best script we've
read recently. It's called Rule Number Three. It belonged to Fox, my home company.
I'm rewriting it now and hopefully I'll finish in a month or so. If we can get a major
actor in the part, I'll make the movie sometime next year.
RF: Every writer has a project hidden away in the back closet. Usually

something different from what others might of expect of them. What's yours?
Actually, there's the lost Harold Ramis screenplay. It's more in the nature of lost causes.
The first screenplay I wrote, my only spec script, was a historical period biographical
film about Emma Goldman, the most dangerous and controversial woman in
American history. She was a full blown committed anarchist. She made it to number
two on the list of the 50,000 most dangerous people in America when J. Edgar
Hoover was starting his career as head of the FBI. She was illegally deported for her
political beliefs in 1919. She went to Russia where Lenin decided she was too dangerous to be in the Soviet Union and deported her from there. She was a champion of
every radical cause and belief, from the eight-hour workday, the International Workers
of the World, living wage, unionism, free love, contraception, draft resistance in the
First World War and worked to tear down the United States government wherever and
whenever possible. She was blamed for the assassination of McKinley, she was jailed
many times, she was thoroughly obnoxious and I wanted to make a movie about her.
Good luck. I wrote that in '71. I only sent it to one studio, to Warner Brothers. To no
one in particular, just Warner Brothers. (laughs) I got it back actually - someone had
read it. They said, "you know, these people may be your heroes but they're certainly
not ours." No comment on the writing, just on the politics of it.
S Q : How do you feel when you go back and see your movies on video or

television?
I'm proud of each of the films for different reasons but I still see things in my movies
where I go "Ooh, boy." I call it the "cringe factor."When I watch any of my movies,
how much time do I spend going, "Oh my God," or "I can't believe I did that?" or
"Why didn't I do that better?"There's a lot of that. But I love the process and I want
to do it again.
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S O : You must have seen some of your movies recently since you've done

commentaries for the DVD releases. I've always wondered: What's the
process for recording one of these?
Interesting question. Such things didn't exist before. I've done it three or four times
now and it's really fun, real interesting. First of all, you watch the movie. I don't often
sit and watch my own movies because I don't often have the opportunity. I'll be flipping the channel and I'll see something I did but I never go out to see them if they're
showing anywhere and I don't make a point to watch them. So you sit and watch
your own movie. The Ghostbusters DVD has an interesting commentary because me
and Ivan Reitman and a co-producer named Joe Megyes watched together and commented. But normally you sit in a booth on a soundstage and watch the movie on a
monitor. You hear it on a headset and you speak whatever you think. You can stop and
go back if you don't like what you said or they want you to repeat something or
amplify a little bit. It's interesting. I think those DVD channels are becoming a real
interesting record of what people were thinking or what they intended.
S O : Do you go back-to-back with your films or do you need time off

between them?
Well, I had a back-to-back period going, not necessarily by choice. Right after
Groundhog Day, I was preparing the film Multiplicity but Al Franken had a lovely script
for an obscure film called Stuart Saves His Family which I really liked. It was a smaller
film which we did for half the money we'd normally spend. We did that film and
when it was finished Multiplicity was ready. When Multiplicity was finished, I was
already in talks with Robert DeNiro and Billy Crystal to direct their project, Analyze
This. And when Analyze This finished, Bedazzled was ready to start. And after I finished
- Bedazzled, I knew I didn't want to jump right in. Fortunately, we had a strike pending
and I thought, this will give me a break because I know I can't start a film just before
the strike deadline. I'm now poised to do my next film and will do it as soon as the
script is ready and it's cast.
S O : What do you look forward to most when you start to make another

movie?
Well, I look forward to my acceptance speech at the Academy Awards. (laughs) I usually
start rehearsing the speech when I get the idea for the next movie or find the script
that I want to do. And then I get real and procrastinate for about a month because I
can't stand the thought of writing. And I'm always writing or rewriting the film I'm
working on. I'm in the writing phase now and looking forward to everyone loving
what I'm writing. (laughs) Each phase has it's own kind of light at the end of the tunnel. And as I pass each hurdle, I look forward to the next step. If everyone says, "Great
script now let's go out and cast it," I look forward to really good actors saying "yes" to
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the role. And after they say "yes," I get pretty excited for pre-production which is, you
know, a lot of fun. Location scouting, starting to visualize the picture, meeting the
people who are gonna crew with you. Selecting the D.P.. The casting process for all
the other roles. The shooting is kind of a military grind; you know, up every day at
dawn, working twelve hours, and with a lot of tension involved. Not interpersonal
tension; just praying that you got everything right. And going home every day thinking "I could've done better today. I didn't get everything I wanted." I had to stop
because I had no time or the actors seemed to be getting worse the more takes I did,
or the sc~ne was not written as well as I thought. So there's always something you
didn't get. Or, if you did get it, there's still the nagging doubt that maybe it isn't going
to work. The next great thing which I totally love is sitting in the editing room. Just
me and the editor. Looking at the footage we've shot literally frame by frame.
Looking at every take. Just combing through everything to find the very best reading
of every' single line, the very best shot, the very best camera move, the best angle.
Figuring out a way of connecting it up so that it keeps the narrative moving and has
the kind of pace and entertainment value that all box-office movies should.
S O : Are there any particular directors or writers that you admire?

Yeah. Every good film ... anyone who's made a good film. I not only admire them, I
hate them for it. (laughs) Completely jealous and envious of everyone else's success.
(laughs) There are a lot of good movies. At it's worst, Hollywood will generate at least
ten really good movies a year that I'd wished I'd made or at least could imagine that
l'd've been proud to make even if they're not my taste or of my interest. Then you factor in all of the independent films, many of which we don't get to see, or many of the
foreign films. There's a lot of good work out there and I admire it all. Knowing how
difficult it is to make a good film, I maybe appreciate it even more than the average
audience member.
S O : Since movies are so much a collaborative.. or committee effort, how do

you manage to get your own ideas or vision into yours?
At Second City, we were always taught to work from the top of our intelligence which
I take to mean that no matter what I'm doing, make it as smart as it can be. So in my
broad version of Bedazzled, when Brendan is being brilliant, I stuffed it with all kinds
of things. Brendan has a speech which is virtually my credo. He's a brilliant novelist
and Frances (O'Connor) says to him, "Oh, I just loved your novel, 'Always Toujours' ."
He says, "Just a little exercise -in existentialism." "Little to you, maybe," she says, "but so
profound, so moving and strangely hopeful in a way." And he says, "Every time I re-read
Camus and Sartre, I ask why does the existential dilemma have to be so damned
bleak? Yes, We'te alone in the world, death is inevitable and life is meaningless. But is
that necessarily so depressing?"Then he goes ·on to say - which is cut from the film,
actually - "It just puts the burden on us to give our life meaning, to fill our lives with
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joy and wonder and weirdness and adventure. Whatever it is that makes your heart
pound, your mind expand and your spirit soar." That's my rap on existentialism and I
had Brendan say it word for word. That's the speech I wrote for him. To the extent
that this is happening in a really dumb comedy, where a guy is spitting out mouths
filled with sand and puking on the drummer, that's my own kind of subversive
approach to making Hollywood movies. To use them to say things I believe in but
disguised in American popular entertainment.
SO: I was wondering what's you're favorite personal work and why?

Oh, boy. I couldn't put it to one project. I just see my whole career as. ~.it's been my
life for all these years so I can say I loved doing them all but I don't really. On a daily
basis, sometimes I hate it. Particularly the writing and the back and forth. That's the
worst part: The writing and the back and forth with studios about script changes and
stuff. Part of it is thinking that they're idiots ... or wanting to believe that they're idiots
and that they just don't get it. The other side is knowing that they're probably right,
that you have to do a little bit better. Shooting generally is a lot of fun for me. I like
being on the set. I like the actors. I like the people who work on movies. It's a community of people. In Hollywood studio films, people are very skillful. I'm still
impressed by the combined ability of the people around me.You know, you would
want grips and electricians around you in a disaster. (laughs) If I was in a plane crash,
those are the guys I'd want. (laughs) If I had to have my leg amputateq on the set, I'd
want the grips to do it. (laughs) They're so talented and skillful at what they do. And a
big movie company is like the circus. There's someone who can do everything.You
carry your own tools; a wood shop, a scene shop, a paint shop, it's all right there with
you. If you want anything built out of metal, wood, plastic, whatever it is, they can do
it, given enough time. I'm still impressed by the synergy of a movie company when it's
working. And often these companies are working on very mediocre projects. A lot of
bad movies get made by really good people. It's the process that I love.
SO: Was there ever a time when you thought you couldn't do it anymore?

I worry about that every time I go. Even now, I don't know what I'd do. It seems the

worst thing you _can do is judge yourself but it's unavoidable. It can really stop you
cold if you get hung up in judgment or self-criticism or self-doubt. Something I
learned a long time ago when improvising at Second City, I try to become the
Buddha. I try to suspend all judgment. There's a Buddhist expression, "Don't know
mind." It's been expressed as "beginners mind" but the "don't know mind" is contrary
to everything we think the director is. We think the director is the center of power on
the set; the guy who knows everything, who holds all the reins and makes all the decisions and steers the ship. In fact, it's the complete opposite. I don't know a thing. The
danger in knowing is that we want to know because it feels more secure. In fact, by
clinging rigidly to our belief and ours alone~ we miss what's really out there. The trick
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for me is that when I get tense, when I think it's all about me and how I'm doing or
do people like me or not like - whatever engenders self-doubt - I try to relax and go
"I don't know and, in fact, I don't care." All I can do is deal with the moment, with
what's in front of me. If I've got an actor out there who can't do the lines and I realize
that even though I wrote them the lines are stupid and I don't even like the shot and
it's gonna rain and I've got the producer telling me I've got five minutes to finish, I try
to go "I don't care." (laughs) It's not my money. It's not brain surgery. (laughs) It's not
the end of the world. So, what if the scene fails? What if the movie fails? What if people
think I stink? What difference will it really make because, ultimately, life is meaningless, death is inevitable and we're alone in the universe. (laughs) That's the Buddhist
mind, so I try not to get hung up on these questions of self-worth or self-doubt and
just forge ahead. Even though my brain might be telling me, "What makes you think
you can write?" I just automatically start typing and figure something is going to happen.
S O : What gives you the greatest pleasure as a filmmaker?

As sappy as it may sound, and probably because I was a lonely kid, I like having a job
where there are always a hundred people around. There's this great camaraderie on a
movie, even the worst movie. There's a spirit among the crew. In it's most childish
aspect, I feel like I ran off and joined the circus, you know. They're movie people and
there's this terrific camaraderie. And you get on film and you see a face and you realize, oh, I worked with this person fifteen years ago. But it's like no time has gone by.
It's not like, "How come you didn't call me?". It's "Hey, how you <loin'?" At it's
worst .. .I remember when we were doing Analyze This and Robert DeNiro was trying
to browbeat me into casting someone in the movie I didn't want to cast. He was actually screaming at me on the phone, iike Raging Bull. (laughs) And he's screaming at me,
"You're a fucking lightweight! You don't know anything!" and I'm going, "Robert
DeNiro's yelling at me! This is so cool!" (laughs) Because I always wanted to make
movies, I just feel jazzed all the time that this is what I do. I look around and say,
"Hey, this is pretty cool!"
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